Most likely to win a Nobel Prize: Langdon Martin and Laura Nixon

Biggest Partiers: Ross Bower and Alisha Serras

Still wonder how they got in here: Angela Peat and Ross Bower

Best Dressed: Nania Lee and Matt Anderson

Cutest Couple: Devin Williams and Mike Mequio

Most likely to work at K: Sarah Martyn and Brian Heyel

First to make $1 million: Emily Durham and Scott Petz

Biggest Flirts: Tim Prater and Emily Spang

Most likely to have a nervous breakdown: Matt Brown and Erin Lee

Most artistic: Mollie Douglas and Justin Petertil

Most likely to work at K: Sarah Martyn and Brian Heyel
Most studious: Alyssa Johnston and Aaron Przybysz
Most Athletic: TJ Thayer and Kim Hartman
Best Dancers: Erin Abraham and Paul Natonek
Most likely to be President: Sharrel Elam and James Goodwin
Most Attractive: Devn Williams and Mike Mequio
Funniest: Alex Dodge and Lisa-Marie Bleyaert
Loudest: Zach Burton and Cassie Freeborn
Most likely to make it in Hollywood: Paul Natonek and Anne LaTarte
Best Artists: Mollie Douglas and Kristian Bjornard
Class Song: Sweet Caroline
LandSea leaders hang out before the freshmen arrive during leader's week.

Survivor fan Lauren Stockdale watches from above as her group performs a trust fall.

What would LandSea be without a good mile-long portage?

B-group takes a break from hiking to check out the view.

A-group gets some pointers before the climb.

C-group gather together prior to their 3 weeks of adventures.

Rapellers eye the drop before their turn to walk off the edge.

The all-knowing leaders.
Seniors Ashley Cross and Jessal Margoni carve some scary Jack-O-Lanterns. It's everyone's favorite superhero, senior Geoff LaFleur.

Senior Liz Huyck and Junior Hillary Stratton sip it up.

Seniors Whitney Goode, Beth Anderson, Mike Howe, Justin Jaime, Betsy Bothell and Aaron Przybysz have fun at the apple orchard.

Senior boy band members Nick Lozen, Skot Petz, Joe Medici and Adam Wade had a great Halloween.

Katie Smith and Alicia Coty joined their tennis teammates to carve pumpkins.

Jess Stuenkel carves up a pumpkin of her own.

Senior M&M's Alicia Coty, Kylie Craig, Anna Wilkinson, Beth Anderson and Lauren Bogart.

Sophomores Beth Kruger, Ann Passey and Josh Vandeburgh carve it up.

Liz Brayman gets creative with her pumpkin.
Radhika Khiroya, Maggie Kilar, and Kelly Martin enjoy their view of the game from the K van.

Sophomores Steve Howe and Matt Harding braved the cold to cheer on K.

Noah Heilbrun, Rob Carson, and Bryan Shields showed everyone how tailgating should really be done.

Seniors Phil Easter and Mike Howe take in all the action on and off the field.

Ben Post, Liz Huyck, Kara Hoorn and Kristin Alt had a great time cheering on their team.
Seniors Jess Foley, Anne LaTarte and Shayna Garfield dance it up.

Seniors Dan Wagner and Scott Petz party in style.

Nick Lozen, George Yfantidis, Joe Medici and Adam Wade are ready for some fun.

Ben Post, Kristin Alt, Betsy Bothell, Justin Jaime and Bobby Ricketts get ready to dance.

Freshmen Cristin Kehoe and Will Hobart party down.

Seniors Angela Kovlak and Geoff LaFlair smile before the dance.

Swimmers Jane Kopf and Tanya Krzeminski take a quick break from dancing.

Tennis pals Kara Hoorn, Meaghan Clarke, Elizabeth Davis and Caitlin Kelly get ready for the dance together.

Jin Chang, Meredith Megel, Claire Urbiel and Anna Edgren prepare for the dance in the dorms.

Katia Jorgensen, Mary-Katherine Thompson, Julianne Chickering and Morgan Hauge are all dressed up and ready to go.
Justin Jaime and Beth Anderson at the bowling alley

Megan Johnson, Carrie VanDerZee, Clara Lamp, Betsy Hampson, Kristin Evon and Tanya Krzaninski stay at the "Pimp Suite Luxury Hotel".

Members of the swim and diving team spent a week over winter break in Florida for training

Sophomores Marcie Messenger and Caitlin Kelly get ready for a big night

Paul Natonek gives Geoff LaFlair a sympathetic look during Monkapult's "Mustache-o-gram"

Sophomores Noelle Coty and Michelle Audette-Bauman have fun at a weekend party

Seniors Sean Mann and Leah Hays, Juniors Andrew Kemple and Carrie Brankiewicz and Sophomore Anny Price celebrate Leahs' deuce-deuce

Seniors Noah Heilbrun, Brian Turner, Brett Eilander, Rob Carson, Brian Shields, Matt Brown, Brett Hoy, Brandon Purk, Zach Burton and Paul Natonek prepare for a party

Brian Heintz, Andrew Kurtz and Martin Fisher make up three generations of taco boy
Sonya Chapa rakes in her winnings

Anny Price and boyfriend Tom try out the snacks

A group takes a break from the fun

Sophomore Heather Mullins and Senior Brett Stinar had a great time gambling

Seniors Lauren Bogart, Kylie Craig, Anna Wilkinson, Katie Harms and Beth Anderson enjoyed their final Monte Carlo

Flapper girls were the best dressed of the night

Everyone had fun at Monte Carlo this year

Megan Johnson and Carrie VanDerZee show off their tattoos

Alyxe Lett and Paige Biglin check out the gambling action.

Chris DiVirgilio and Kelly Clapp cuddle up during the festivities
2nd place winners Noah Heilbrun, Matt Brown, Paul Natonek and Brian Turner, along with Shawn Kidd, Brett Eilander, Brett Hoy, Brandon Purk and Mike Mequio brought the crowd to their feet with "You Can Sleep With a Light On". Special guest Chapter 6 serenades 2 K students. The girls on Woodward get "Bad" with Negative Six Hundred.

Lisa-Marie "She-Ra" Bleyaert shows that she has the power.

First place winner Mike Vasas sang a crowd-involving Kalamazoo song.

Hornet Volleyball players show that getting on stage for Airband is "tricky".

Jake Bolton and Jordan Kairys sang a rousing rendition of Madonna's "Like A Prayer". Rob Carson, Brett Eilander and Shawn Kidd recreate the famous Matrix scene. Tony Pagorek and Joe Shields performed "If You Choose To".
Mr. Kalamazoo himself flexes his muscle as his name is announced.

Bryan Heyel learns that ‘evening wear’ does not mean ‘pajamas’.

Kevin and Nate Michon show off their mustaches at Stache Bash.
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Sam and Justin Jaime made it through the ‘growing phase’.

Ben Callum and Christian Bjornard enjoyed the show put on by Mason Jennings.
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Paul Natonek learned these moves on study abroad in Spain.

Matt Blackall raps.

Sammy Ghokale shows why he’ll be the next Harlem Globetrotter.

Evan Ho sings about why it’s great to be Asian.
Beth Anderson and Nania Lee work on their tans at South Beach, Miami.

A group of LandSea-ers kayaked for a week in the Florida Everglades.

Freshmen have some fun in the sun on spring break.

Ben Post and Liz Huyck traveled all around the south, shopping in Disney World for a day.

Hamo Field, Mike Calhoun, Sean Mane, Ben Berg, Ben Rosenberg and Kyle Reynolds kick back at Gulf Shores.

Zach Burton, Leah Hays, Betsy Bothell, Emily Trahan and Rick Sharpe have fun on Rick’s dad’s boat in Ft. Myers.

Matt Smith and Nicole Arhyavatkul snowboard down the slopes in Colorado.

Deepak Zampari, Jude Vanover, Devan Popat, Will Solomon and Dwight White soak up the rays in Cancun.

Crocodile hunters Sairy Franks, Kasey Carolan and Morgan Campbell.

Freshmen and sophomore gals make the most of their week away from school.
The girls can always take out the guys in spring fling boxing.
Paul Natonek tries to tame his bucking bronco.

Ann Petroliunas steers her donkey around second.

Austin Litvak rides to first.

Amanda Wagner makes her way to second.

Mustache Society members Ben Rosenberg, Sammy Gokhale, Kristian Bjornard, Joe Shields, Justin Jaime, Sean Mann, Matt Blackall and Langdon Martin gather with the head of the YWCA domestic assault program.

Lisa-Marie Bleyeert takes control of her donkey.

Amy Rustan attempts to board her donkey.

Cowboys Steve June and Justin Jaime ride off into the sunset.

Beth Anderson crawls past Dr. Boatwright on her way back to the pitcher's mound.

Steve June and James Goodwin take their places in the field.
Carrie Brankiewicz, Jess Gierut, Alana Shaw, Emily Trahan, Sarah Adams, Kelly Martin, Leah Hays, Jill Ryan, Adrienne Beller, Maggie Kilar and Betsy Bothell spend a spring night partying.

The quad is always a popular place to study in the spring.

Mike Howe and Matt Brown take in the beach.

The walk from Crissey to the rest of campus is always better in the spring.

Ross Bower, Hillary Lyman and Dave Live enjoy a nice spring day.

Freshmen sustemates spend as much time in the sun as possible.

Students cheer on a Hornet baseball game.

Katie Harms and Brett Hoy take in a toga party.

Residents of Crissey and Severn study in the grass by the pool.

Radhika Khiroya and Maggie Kilar say that weekends in the spring are the best.
Asian Student Association

Frelon, GLBTSO, Index, ISO, InterVarsity Christian Fellowship

Hillel, K Cheer, NVSO, Pre-Law Society, S.W.E.A.T
Monkapult Members:
Noah Heilbrun, Rob Book, Casey Klepper, Nikki Finnemann, Caitlin Fraedich, Paul Natonek, Nicholas Kessler, Lisa-Marie Bleyart, Alex Dodge, Anne LaTarte, Liz Korolewicz
2002-2003 Shows:
Malaysia
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Clement

Perth
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Costa Rica
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Quito
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Sean Pack gets ready to pass an opponent.

Coming in towards the finish line.

Relaxing after a race.

Cross Country friendships go beyond the race.

The women's team gathers after a big race.

Bryan Seymour makes his way.

SCOREBOARD

WOMEN:
3rd in MIAA
19th in NCAA Regional

MEN:
5th in MIAA

Just a quick 2-mile warm up

Senior captains
Amy Johnson, Amber Terry and Sarah Greiser

Senior captions
Amy Johnson, Amber Terry and Sarah Greiser

Women's team members:
Sarah Ball, Paige Bigin, Lainie Chapman, Juliana Chickerling, Colleen Collins, Sarah Greiser, Morgan Hague, Moira Heffernan, Amy Johnson, Megan Johnson, Briana Jones, Katie Jorgensen, Alice Lait, Emily Lane, Heather McDaniel, Maria Moriondo, Moira Petzold, Lauren Prazar, Jenny Rone, Amber Terry, Tammie Yarbrough, Katy Whitelock

Men's team members:
Senior outside linebacker Jon Rogosich sets up for the next play.

Sophomore kicker Mike Taylor punts the ball down the field.

Freshman John Paul Prebish is congratulated by his teammates.

Junior Andy Graham cuts across the field while a defender blocks for him.

Senior Zach Burton carries the ball on the field.

SCOREBOARD
1-5 in MIAA
6-4 Overall

Junior Dwight White flies down the field. He ran the ball 712 yards this year.

And here come the Hornets!

Junior quarterback Bryan Gnyp prepares to throw the ball.

Row 1: Will Solomon, Paul Natonek, Dan Derksen, Ben Szelag, Ben Farkas, Ben Wolf, Jade vanover, Zach Ellis, Zach Burton Row 2: TJ Thayer, Jon Rogosich, Brett Foster, Kyle Bainbridge, John Kajacic, Andy Graham, Jim Grice, Mark LaCombe, Bill Tokar Row 3: Shawn McLeese, Chris Worthington, Adam Richardson, Brian Baucher, Dwight White, Brant Klein, Tim Keenebrilli, Mike Taylor, Connor Loreto Row 4: Tim Couny, Jason Maynard, Joe Meier, Mike Riley, Jeremy Vanisack, Pat Down, Jody Halerika Row 5: John Paul Prebish, John Tenerovich, Jeff Green, Gavin Money, Stan Poplevski, James Woodfolk, Ben Rosman, Matthew Jakobs, Blake Hurt Row 6: Jon Blackshanks, Andy Cole, Anthony admon, David Worthland, Matt Beadl, Jeff Outslay, Mike O’Connell, Nick Iarnacka, Derek Langley, Bruce Gaultney Row 7: Kyle Danaher, Nate McLean, Mark Down, Tim Clare, Mike Manning, Justin Reifler, Jacob Sawyer, Nate Samonski, Nick Tobey.
Men's Golf: Jared Almond, Colin Baumgartner, Fred Benoit, Sam Gokhale, Vincent Hamo, Carl Hinshaw, Evan Ho, Matthew Immerfall, Greg Paddison, Adam Pringle.


SCOREBOARD
WOMEN:
6th in MIAA
MEN:
7th in MIAA
Jim Evans breaks away from a defender
Nick Houdek shows off his ball-handling skills
Peter White prepares to shoot
Senior Jonathan Hughes tears it up against Hope
Senior Andrew Upward takes a corner kick
Junior Bryan Goyings dribbles down the field

SCOREBOARD
1st Place in MIAA
10-2 in MIAA
13-5-1 Overall

Steve Dendler pushes an opponent out of the way to get to the ball
Junior Andrew Kemple blazes past a defender

Front Row: Steve Dendler, Andrew Kemple, Brett Stinar, Nick Houdek, Peter White, Peter Jorth, Tony Arnold, Patrick Lannens
Back Row: Coach Hardy Fuchs, Jon Hughes, JJ Jansons, Ross Bower, Nick Carson-Wight, Bryan Goyings, Michael Smith-Palmer, Jimmy Evans, Chris Carlson, David Beatty, Andrew Upward
Sophomore Michelle Bauman passes the ball to a teammate. Sophomore Adrienne Beller shows off her skills.

Junior captain Joanna Tzenis finds an open player to pass to. Senior captain Kim Hartman takes a shot on goal. She leads the MIAA in assists.

Elizabeth Dodson, Kim Hartman and Shannee Barkume defend the goal. Junior Molly Danner blocks her defender from getting to the ball.

Freshman Megan Brady jumps high above her opponents for a header.

SCOREBOARD

5-9 in the MIAA
5-13-1 Overall

Sophomore Kelly Roshon cheers on her teammates before the game.

Freshman Megan Brady runs down the field to set up the next play.
Freshmen
Stefanie
Salasky dives
for the ball
Sophomore
Becky Tonietto
gets low fora
dig
Anny Price and
MIAA MVP
Emily Trahan
and Leah Hays
celebrate

The team
comes together
for a cheer after
a dig point

Sophomore
Megan Erskine
gets some air

SCOREBOARD
10-4 in MIAA
27-11 Overall
1st in MIAA Tournament
NCAA Semifinalists

It's all fun and
games for
senior Leah
Hays

Coach Hess
gives the team
some pointers
between games

Back Row: Jeff Oney, D'Angelo Bailey, Jevon Caldwell-Gross, Robert Boyle, Eli Savit, Chris Elliot, Erik Rhinehart, Tony Wichmann, Ryan Konwinski, Kyle Konwinski, Tim Herman
Front Row: Shawn Kidd, Nate Burns, Scott Montmorency, Kevin Baird, Mike King, Dirk Rhinehart, Garrett Weatherhead

Senior Shawn Kidd flies past a defender towards the basket.

Senior Mike King is ready to make another basket.

Senior Kevin Baird sets up for another shot.

Junior Jevon Caldwell-Gross dominates his opponent.

Senior Nate Burns makes his way down the court.

Senior Dirk Rhinehart looks for someone to pass to.

Taking a break while they wait for their chance to play.

Junior Chris Elliot is focused on the game.

Senior Mike Kidd flies past a defender ready to make another basket.

Junior Jevon Caldwell-Gross dominates his opponent.

Senior Nate Burns makes his way down the court.

Senior Dirk Rhinehart looks for someone to pass to.
SCOREBOARD
15-10 Overall
9-5 in MIAA
2nd in MIAA

Back Row: Coach Michelle Fortier, Amanda Weisnun, Sarah Blader, Emily Schoolmaster, Megan Erskine, Ashley Riley, Diane DeSwaai, Stefanie Bakaly, Anne Hollandsworth, Coach Sheldon Faworski, Coach Nikki Grubb. Front Row: Lindsay Basler, Sara Kellogg, Stephanie Anderson, Alissa Johnston, Angie Neu, Cassie Katlarczyk, Vanessa Larkin, Marguerite Stadt

Marguerite Stadt shows her muscle
Angie Neu flies down the court
Amanda Weisnun led the team in points this year
The team celebrates Coach Fortier’s 100th career win
Sara Kellogg looks for an open teammate
Vanessa Larkin makes her way down the court

The seniors have brought the team a long way since their freshmen year
Sophomores make up a large part of this 2nd in the MIAA team
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Marguerite Stadt shows her muscle
Angie Neu flies down the court
Amanda Weisnun led the team in points this year
The team celebrates Coach Fortier’s 100th career win
Sara Kellogg looks for an open teammate
Vanessa Larkin makes her way down the court

The seniors have brought the team a long way since their freshmen year
Sophomores make up a large part of this 2nd in the MIAA team
Men's Swimming & Diving

SCOREBOARD
7-1 Overall
7-0 in MIAA
1st in MIAA

The team has fun on the beach of Longboat Key in Florida

Scott Whitbeck gets last minute advice from coach Chris Elston

The team gathers for a cheer before the meet begins

Senior Tim Ullrey mid-dive

Ben Callum, Judsen Schneider and Jon Buda discuss their game plan

Joe Walter, Megan Johnson and Brian Heintz relax while waiting for their races

Senior Co-captain Judsen Schneider checks for his time

Tim Ullrey and Tony Holt meet with diving coach Ron Bramble

Junior Chris DiVirgilio is ready to go
The entire team gathers to celebrate their 3rd place finish.

Swimmers await the start of their races.

Megan Johnson and Carrie VanDerZee keep spirits high during long meets.

Getting ready for a big meet.

The men's and women's swim teams on their annual training trip to Florida in December.

Kate Schauer, Carrie VanDerZee, and Allison Fedolak are having fun.

Sara Stallings and Allison Fedolak cheer on their teammates.

Junior caption: Tanya Krzeminski and Sara Stallings take time out during a meet.

SCOREBOARD
3-5 in MIAA
4-5 Overall
3rd in MIAA Championships

76 Swimmers await the start of their races

Megan Johnson and Carrie VanDerZee keep spirits high during long meets

Getting ready for a big meet.

The men's and women's swim teams on their annual training trip to Florida in December.

Kate Schauer, Carrie VanDerZee, and Allison Fedolak are having fun.

Sara Stallings and Allison Fedolak cheer on their teammates.

Junior caption: Tanya Krzeminski and Sara Stallings take time out during a meet.
Cheer Captains Jessica Spector and Amber Hodges lift a future Hornet Cheerleader

The cheerleaders rally around their own Hornet, Buzz (Doria Durkin)

Jessica Kamm Chacarra flies through the air with the greatest of ease

Chacarra Murphy soars as she pumps up the crowd

Kate Henderlong cheers Kalamazoo to victory

Emily Escott and Jennifer Colwell entertain the crowd at halftime

Stingerzz get their groove on and throw Jessica Western to the wind

Jessica Kamm puts her trust in her team as she tops the pyramid

Lauren Russo, Chacarra Murphy, and Kimberly Martines kick up their heels

Stingerzz Dance Team: back row: Kristen Stinedurf, Captain Jessica Western, Katie Dorman, Captain Jessica Spector. Middle row: Lauren Russo, Kimberly Martines. Front row: Chacarra Murphy, Heather Ball. Missing: Jennifer Colwell

K Cheer Team: back row: Emily Escott, Jennifer Raddatz, Jessica Spector, Jessica Kamm, Amber Hodges, Lauren Russo. Front row: Sam Knappman, Meghan Lodofo, Heather Ball, Kate Henderlong, Jennifer Colwell, Chacarra Murphy
Junior Nathan Brower makes the throw from shortstop.

Senior Rick Sharpe checks for the sign from the catcher.

Freshmen Trey Simpson makes contact with the pitch.

Safe at first!

Junior Terry Brock gets a cheer from his teammates.

Sophomore catcher JT Charron puts his gear on.

Garry Penta watches a low ball.

Seniors Bryan Shields, Rick Sharpe and Zach Burton watch the action on the field.

Junior Garry Penta and sophomore Andrew Rogers take in the game with coach Steve Wideen.

SCOREBOARD

2-16 in MIAA

3-25 Overall

Garry Penta watches a low ball.

Seniors Bryan Shields, Rick Sharpe and Zach Burton watch the action on the field.

Junior Garry Penta and sophomore Andrew Rogers take in the game with coach Steve Wideen.
Junior Nena Wendzel makes a snag in the field.
Senior Elli Toskey fields a grounder.
Sophomore Katie Lee grabs a tough grounder.
Catcher Bridget Montgomery makes a dive.

Senior Deanna Werner makes a run for a fly ball.
Junior Jill Sakolove throws the ball to first.

Elli Tosky slides into second.

Elli Tosky makes a runner.
Senior Emery Engers and Shauna Sage discuss strategy.

Montgomery cheers on a runner.

SCOREBOARD
1-13 in MIAA
6-25 Overall

Deanna Werner makes a run for a fly ball.
Freshman Dave Atallah follows through a backhand.
Sophomore Matt Harding digs a short ball.
Sophomore Michael Malvitz rips a forehand.
Junior Matt Lowe swings through the ball.

Freshman Carlos Rincon and Junior Carl Hinshaw are a tough doubles team.

SCOREBOARD
4-1 in MIAA
13-12 Overall
1st in MIAA

Michael Malvitz, Matt Harding, Kent Dolbee Dave Atallah singles champions
Kent Dolbee and Julian Seelan doubles champions
Kent Dolbee has his eye on the ball
Senior Kent Dolbee gets a cheer from the team

Kent Dolbee
gets a
cheer
from
the
team

Senior Kent Dolbee
gets a
cheer

84
85
Sophomore Caitlin Kelly eyes a backhand.

Sophomore Elizabeth Davis follows through a forehand.

Sophomore Caitlin Kelly and Meaghan Clark congratulate each other between points.

MIAA champion Kristin Hirth gets low for a volley.

SCOREBOARD
5-2 in MIAA
13-8 Overall
3rd in MIAA

Kristin Hirth 6th singles champion
Caitlin Kelly and Meaghan Clark 1st doubles champions

"Coach" Hirth gives Kara Hoom and Elizabeth Davis some pointers.

Meaghan Clark shows she means business on the tennis court.

Senior Jessa Margoni rips a backhand at MIAAs.

Senior Jessa Margoni, Alicia Coty, Caitlin Kelly, Meaghan Clark, Jessa Margoni, Elizabeth Davis not pictured: Ashley Cross.

86
Brian Turner is tough on the softball field
Alyxe Lett makes the throw back to the pitcher
Spring IM racquetball winner
Fall IM Soccer champions
Winter IM Volleyball champions
Spring IM Volleyball winners

Spring IM Softball runners-up

Brandon Purk winds up to pitch
Winter 3 on 3 co-ed IM Basketball tournament champions

IM SPORTS
Soccer
Volleyball
Basketball
Softball
Racquetball
Tennis
Stephanie Vibbert was a poet, an activist for peace and justice, and a life-changing friend. With her death in January 2003, winter iced the quad and the campus grieved. Yet, anyone who had been touched by Stephanie—both her fire and her radiant smile—could not remain frozen for long. A student hung poster-sized copies of her poems around campus. A group of students and a professor in her ceramics class recycled clay from her unfinished project into a tablet and engraved her poem “Sound” into its surface. The English Department and the college’s Director of Publications put together a chapbook of her poems. Students raised money for the causes closest to Stephanie’s heart. It was a profound tribute to Stephanie that the campus absorbed her message and followed her example by turning its grief into action. Stephanie’s life ended in a car accident on Martin Luther King Jr. Day, as she was returning to Kalamazoo from a peace march in Washington D.C.—but her voice lives on. It urges us to listen more carefully, observe with more intensity, love with more compassion, and to commit ourselves to social justice.

---

`Sound`

Power, This.
A voice is song.
I heard it leaping loud and long—
and dancing just beyond the pen,
and wording threads of yarn and then
it cartwheeled from the tangled past,
and froze a bolt of lightning fast—
searing spoken silence broken
tells each moment—
till it lasts.

---

`Mother, are these my wings, mothertail in a crooked span of rage?`  
I am still a daughter, is it too late
to start making a woman’s sense,  
with pinfeathers blossoming, belated, into down?
what could I do when daddy wouldn’t let me make my angel wings?  
I waited, taught myself, and fell like my brother,  
but without the benefit of legend.

---

`I waited, taught myself,  
doing a daughter, is it too late
to start making a woman’s sense,  
with pinfeathers blossoming, belated, into down?`  
what could I do when daddy wouldn’t let me make my angel wings?  
I waited, taught myself, and fell like my brother,  
but without the benefit of legend.

---

`I am still a daughter, is it too late
to start making a woman’s sense,  
with pinfeathers blossoming, belated, into down?`  
what could I do when daddy wouldn’t let me make my angel wings?  
I waited, taught myself, and fell like my brother,  
but without the benefit of legend.

---

`Another Fell`  
mother, when can I fly  
from this house of fools,  
wax running down my arms,  
hardening in the long fall,  
then crashing into the sea of my salted dreams?`

---

`I waited, taught myself,  
doing a daughter, is it too late
to start making a woman’s sense,  
with pinfeathers blossoming, belated, into down?`  
what could I do when daddy wouldn’t let me make my angel wings?  
I waited, taught myself, and fell like my brother,  
but without the benefit of legend.

---

`Mother, are these my wings, mothertail in a crooked span of rage?`  
I am still a daughter, is it too late
to start making a woman’s sense,  
with pinfeathers blossoming, belated, into down?`  
what could I do when daddy wouldn’t let me make my angel wings?  
I waited, taught myself, and fell like my brother,  
but without the benefit of legend.

---

`I waited, taught myself,  
doing a daughter, is it too late
to start making a woman’s sense,  
with pinfeathers blossoming, belated, into down?`  
what could I do when daddy wouldn’t let me make my angel wings?  
I waited, taught myself, and fell like my brother,  
but without the benefit of legend.

---

`I waited, taught myself,  
doing a daughter, is it too late
to start making a woman’s sense,  
with pinfeathers blossoming, belated, into down?`  
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Devin Williams worked with bilingual education in Texas and in Kalamazoo.

Rae Gallagher presents her poster.

Melanie Semaan presents her SIP to juniors.

Jess Keesel describes her SIP on her summer experience at camp.

Ryan Bzorek prepares to present his SIP.

Zach Burton and Tim Ullrey are ready for SIPFest to begin.

Bryan Shields and Paul Natonek check out Brandon Purk's SIP.

Anna Wilkinson presents her poster to the Psych department.

Leah Hays and Devin Williams listen as Emily Trahan explains her SIP.

Matt Anderson helps Nikki Finnemann set up her powerpoint.

Ben Callum and Jon Budalook on as the math SIPFest begins.
Committee Members:
Corinna Verdugo, Nania Lee, Anna Ward, Brian Heyel, Karen Sherman, Amanda Wagner, and Emily Hamamdjian
Sara Cwiek, Hillary Stratton, Ashley Thompson and Laura someone protect their belongings.

"We're sexy, we're cute...", say the guys as they make their human pyramid.

Ashley Thompson, Dr. Bundy and Jon Fazzola take in the sights.

Lauren Nixon and Anna Ward take a moment for some fun.

Bobby Ricketts and Sammy Gokhale try out some pizza.

Elizabeth Parker and Katie Robinson wait for trick-or-treaters.

Anna Wilkinson and Libby Rheo are doing something.

Spencer Butts and Victor Galera help Kristin Alt and Betsy Bothell get into the hula spirit.

Bernadette Liem and Eliza Goth-Owens are ready to go out.

Laura BobbyE

Izabelle Ann and Rickie Parker and William Ann and Sammy Katie and Libby Ward take

Gokhaletry

Robinson Rheo

Erin Lee, Amy Johnson, Amanda Garcia, Mollie Douglas and Kety White get down and dirty on the quad.

Luc Hydock gets a cool new ride in China.

John Hogg and Adrienne Manana know how to relax.
Marc Wisniewski finds a nice spot to lie down.

Emily Trahan and Tim Unley say "cheers!"

Brian Shields and Paul Natonek enjoy the warm weather.

Cupid Geoff LeFlair donates his time to the Mustache Society.

Ben Szol and Ben Farkas soak up the rays.

Sara Greiser bundles up for a cold Koko winter.

Michael Malvitz, Kent Dolbee, Joe Shields, and Adam Schimke enjoy partying at Ingelside.

Laura Osbourne, Becca Chalimian, and Annie Lazarowitz hang out at Waldos on a Thursday night.

Emily Spang, Chris Sanger, Naria Lee, and Paul Natonek know how to have fun.

Arby's slut Ashley Cross shows her love for tennis at a senior night.

Eric Lee and Betty Bothell.

Amy Johnson and Caitlin Freisch try out some new looks.
Sarah Adams, Rhea Young, Elizabeth Davis-Minton, Kate Robinson, Megan Morehead, Kelly White, Milad Majob, Evan Ho, Rae Gallagher, Justin Jaime and Vivek Nair have a fine meal in Caceres.

Paul Natonek and Caitlin Fraelich get spooky on Halloween.

Marie Webster, Andrew Taylor and Michelle Cherry show off their alter egos.

Rob Book, and Amy Johnson help Phil Easter bring out his feminine side.

Devin Ashwin and Sarah Adams are big K fans.

Ashwin Kopparth and Will Birkhill eating a fine meal.

Merilee Valentino can't help but laugh at Bobby "Zorro" Ricketts.

Liz Huyck discovers her inner Zen in China.

We've got spirit! say Sara Kellogg, Jess Foley and Vanessa Larkin.

Erin Abraham dominates the dance floor as Marie Webster and Geoff LaFlair look on.
It's a bird! It's a plane! It's Amanda Wagner, Althea Serras, Nanja Lee, Betsy Weakland, Emily Spang, Caitlin Freliech, Amy Johnson, and Karen Sherman

Mollie Douglas and Amy Johnson let the child in them show through

Rock on Alex Dodge

Good eats, say Adrienne Field, Katie Robinson, Tim Prater and Elizabeth Parker

You jerk! Soda jerk, that is, says Kristin Alt to Sean Mann

Matt Blackall, Tim Puzinsky and Will Birkhill know how to share their drinks

Rick Sharpe, Jean LaViolette, Wade Affey and Alicia Cotey enjoy a weekend

The Madrid crew take a moment in the Plaza de Toros

Brian Turner and Emily Trahan show Zach Burton how to move on the dance floor

Brad Wright, Brandon Purk, Mike Mequil and Paul Natonek do a little male-bonding
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Karen
McCart
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gear up for
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Jesse
Kamm and
Sam
Knapman smile
for their
close-up

Langdon
Martin and
Jessica
Western
hug at a
birthday
dinner

Elyzabeth
Fark, Andy
LaFr"ate
and Johann
Hindert
start out
senior year
with a bang

Nice hat, Bobby
Ricketts, say Geoff
LaFlair, Justin Jaime
and Angela Kovalak.

Jennifer Kreft and
Amber Hodges
find something
scarier than SIPS
Poe's
opening
night

Brit Eule
and Doria
Durkin
clown
around at
Halloween
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"I'm not gay, I'm bisexual. There's a difference" says Jon Rogosich to Andy Graham and Sara Kellogg as he practices his lines for acting class.

Jessica Spector and Jess Kamm cheer with Buzz the Hornet at halftime.

Is that a Joe blue Pirozzo door, or are chilfin' senior Laura Newand?

Jessica Spector, Jessica Western and Jon Salvati relax at dinner after turning in their SIPs.

Road tripping through Michigan are Sam Knapman, Kristin Gerke, Doria Durkin, Jessica Kamm and Abbie Will.

Having fun on the weekend.

Annie Dowhan and Emily Durham are dressed to the nines for Monte Carlo.

Bori Durkin and Biz Eule hang out at Kalamazoo's own Irish Fest.

John Hindert and Andy LaFrate looking snazzy at a play opening.

Best buds Noah Heilbrun and Paul Kotonek.

Jess Margoni and Betsy Bothel play in the sand.
Sean Mann, Amber Terry, Brant Morris and Joe Shields party hard

Fire up, Jonathan Hughes

Hey there Brian Turner

Amanda Wagner and Paul Natonek cuddle up

Will Solomon hides from Amy Johnson in his car

George Ylantides, Zac Abed, Andy LaFrote, Mike Howe, Beth Anderson, Sean Mann and Whitney Goode enjoy some drinks

Lucas Caldwell, McMillan, Chris Hupe and Bryan Heyl having fun

Katie Harms, Matt Anderson, Beth Anderson, Phil Easter and Alicia Cote hang out

Nice earrings, Langdon Martin and Ben Berg

Rhea Young, Elizabeth Davis-Minton and Katie Robinson take a minute in the mountains
Adrienne Field, Sara Greiser, Amy Rustan, and Ashley Cross are all dolled up.

Lynn Larsen and Brian Heintz enjoy a moment on the quad.

"Twins" Dan Wagner and Shaun Ittliara have been friends since freshmen year.

Evan Ho takes a break... wherever he can.

I just don't like it" says Emily Trahan.

Marc Waniekowksi, Tom Pruzinsky, Demiti Inempolis, Vivek Nair and Shaun Ilttiara spend a day in the sun.

Brett Eilandier, Megan Holmes, Emily Spang, Paul Notonek, Mollie Douglas, Matt Brown, Noah Heilbrun, Nania Lee and Amy Johnson get away from campus for a weekend.

James Goodwin, Judsen Schneider, Erin Abraham, Merilee Valentino, Sean Mann, Jon Fazzola, Sammy Gokhale, Marie Webster, Nikki Finnemann, Theresa Radtke, and Ashley Thompson are ready for a big night out.

Nice wheels, Libby Rhee?

Is it raining red, Zac Abeel?
Ben Wolf makes some music for the ladies

Megan Morehead, Kelly White, and Milad Majob enjoy a drink

Leah Hays and Emily Pruzinsky will get a new look

Jon Buda, Hailey Neef, and Alisha Serras will get a new style

Sonya Chapa and two friends are thrilled with their “win” at the rally

Matt Brown and Chris Sanker prepare for a windsurfing trip

Suzy Samaan, Liz Huyck, Anna Ward, and Katie Bassity check things out in the GIP

Amber Terry digs Nick Madditch’s new look

Brett Hoy’s trying out a new style
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Matt Brown and Chris Sanker prepare for a windsurfing trip

Suzy Samaan, Liz Huyck, Anna Ward, and Katie Bassity check things out in the GIP

Amber Terry digs Nick Madditch’s new look

Brett Hoy’s trying out a new style
Congratulations Beth!!
We are so very proud of you! As you face the future, we wish you happiness and dreams come true. You are a shining star in our lives.
Love & God bless you,
Mom, Dad, and Steve

Andrew,
Here's to another piece of the adventure masatered!
Congratulations!
Love,
Mom & Dad

Lynette,
Wherever you go God will protect you and our love will be with you.
Love,
Mom & Dad

Dental School! We are very proud of you.
Love,
Dad, Mom and Jenny

Annamarie,
Congratulations with love,
Grandma & Grandpa

2003
Congratulations Nathan~
We are proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad and Aaron

Brant,
We are proud of whatever path you choose to pursue!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Love you Annie!!

Dad, Mom & Stephie

Congratulations
Tom!

Love,
Mom Dad and Peter

Vivek,
You have made us very proud. May you accomplish all your goals and have your dreams come true.
With lots of love,
Mom, Dad, and Vithya

Matt,
Believe in your dreams. We believe in you.
Love,
Mom and Dad
Kim,
You are a shining example of what every parent wishes their daughter could be and we are so very proud of you.

Love,
Mom and Dad

Congratulations Carley
We are very proud of you.
Love, Dad, Mom and Aubrey
Joshua 1:9

Kim, you are a shining example of what every parent wishes their daughter could be and we are so very proud of you.

Love,
Mom and Dad

A is for ALWAYS caring
L is for the LOVE we share
I is for your INTELLIGENCE
S is for SUPERCALIFRAGILISTIC gal!!
H is for HAPPY graduation from K College!!
A is for ALISHA, from the Greek word alethea meaning truth and beauty

Dear Alisha, may your goals remain high and your dreams come true.
With love and respect from Mom, Dad and Niki

Go Tiger Jyl!

Congratulations!
From your loving Dad
The challenge of LandSea
across the campus of K
in the dorms
in the dorms
in classrooms at Woodward
across the world in Australia
at the Great Barrier Reef
on the tennis courts of Stowe
at Disney World
in the Biz Apple
waiting patiently for Betsy's return

Love,
Mom

Best Wishes Ross & Dev

Love,
Mom & Dad Bower
Mom & Dad Williams

2000
1983
2003

Amanda,
You have always reached for your dreams!
Congratulations on what you have accomplished. We are so proud of you.

We love you!
Mom, Dad and Michael
Congratulations Jude
I love you and am very proud of you.
You are so very special to me, and I want to thank you for always making me feel special. You are the Greatest Grandson in the WORLD.
We are the Greatest Aunt/Uncle in the WORLD.
God Bless you
Love
Uncle Al and Aunt Sue
One Small Step for Mandakind...

Live your dream, babe!

All our love,
Meeker & Oster

Anne Christine LaTarte

Congratulations on all your accomplishments! We are so proud of you! A special thanks to all your dear friends, professors, and colleagues who have been there to help and support you along the way.

As you journey through the next stage of your life, we know your belief in God, values, hard work, positive attitude, love of music, theater and dance, and extraordinary creativity will all be a part of making your dreams come true. Your "inner beauty" speaks for itself. We hope you will always continue to know how much love and admiration we have for you!

Love and prayers,
Dad/Mummy and Jennifer

William, "Built to be the best" Thanks for the memories and all the great times.

Love,
Solomon and Ciaravino Fan Club

We're so proud of you Bill. We love you, Mom and Dad

Thank you, Kalamazoo College!
To:
KATHRYN LAINE MOORE
AND ALL THE 2003 GRADUATES
OF KALAMAZOO COLLEGE:

Remember the Best is yet to come:
The arena of life awaits you,
and the future is yours for the making.
Dare to make a difference!
We know you will.

OLIVER AND CHRISTINE MOORE

The Bermans: Joie, Burt, Brad, Lizzie B. and Dr. Blake
Adam & Mariah & Deborah Moore; Jennifer Brasington
Dr. Oliver; Kurt, Neal and Max Marvin; Bigelow
Brett, Savannah, Jane and Roy Cary; Leslie, David & Victoria Clarke
Mae & Christine D'Erlstan
Detective Ron Lee; Karl Heide; Harold Ziegler; BMW
The Law Firms of Kathleen Deger & Associates
Your Friends at Taco Bell
Your Friends at Kalamazoo College Parking Ticket Office
The Wait Staff at Scheer Froggs in Puerto Vallarta
and everyone at Corp magazine
If you love something, set it free.
If it comes back, it is yours.
If it doesn’t, it never was.
If it does, love it always.

Congratulations, Corinna! We are so proud of our multi-lingual, world-touring, philosophical, public-service oriented college graduate daughter!

Vanessa, From the very first day of school, you have always made us proud. Thanks for the memories $.§! We love you...
Mom & Dad

We know there is more education in your future and at this memory-making time; know that we love you as always and wish you happiness, success and all the (safe) travel you want!!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Cody and Gabe

Conratulations Christopher!

With college days behind you, there is a new day to behold. The road of life before you, continues to unfold.

May your journey be rich with Dreams, with Success, with Friends, and with Love.

ALL Our LOVE,
Mom, Dad, & Amy

Best Wishes, Catie

You are our gift of God!
We are so proud of you,
Whitney.
Congratulations and blessings on your academic achievements.

We love you-
Dad & Mom

Matthew:
You’ve achieved so much and will do so much more. We’re very proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Brian, and Thomas

Congratualtions Kristin!

We are very proud of you and your accomplishments. We know that the future holds many exciting things for you! We wish you much success and joy in all that you do.
Thank you for all the happiness you bring into our lives.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Dan

The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.
Eleanor Roosevelt

Aaron,

It seems like only yesterday... We are so proud of you. Congratulations! May all your dreams come true.
Love,
Mom and Dad
We are the music makers
We are the dreamers of dreams
Anna Ward, Langdon Martin - Class of 2003

ANGELA,

Thank you for bringing so much joy into our lives. We are so proud of you.

Love,
Mom, Dad,
Andrea, Jason,
John, Dawn and
Dominick

Congratulations, Sara!
We're proud of you. You're #1.
Love, Dad and Fran

To our daughter, Morgan, who has always been creative about getting where she wants to go.

Congratulations, we are proud of you!

Sue and David Campbell

Congratulations
to the entire
class of
2003!

Tim,
Keep on dreaming.
Keep on reaching.
Keep on achieving.
Best Wishes As You Graduate.
Love,
Mom and Dad
May all your goals and dreams come true. We are proud of you! Love, Mom, Dad and Jessica

"You gain strength, courage and confidence by every experience in which you really stop and look fear in the face. You must do the thing you think you cannot do."
- Eleanor Roosevelt

Flora Stark
I love and admire the young woman who wrote the poem and presented "Icy Heat" and who is graduating with English Honors. I am so proud of who you have become and the hard work you put into doing what you thought you could not do.
Always, Mom

Betsy
Congratulations upon your graduation from "K". We've watched you grow from an uncertain freshman into an able, confident, accomplished and beautiful young woman. You've maintained a perspective on life that is both refreshing and welcome.
You've done it your way and you've made us proud!

Love,
Dad and Linda

Heather
Brooke Hodges

Congratulations on four years of hard work for your BS-ACS Chemistry degree. Good luck in your pursuit of a Chemistry Ph.D at Purdue University.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Grandma & Brothers

Love,
Mom, Dad, Aaron, Micah, Shana & Grandma

To all of the graduating seniors that welcomed me to K winter 2000 in my infectious diseases class, thank you for a fabulous welcome! You made my first quarter at K very enjoyable and made me feel like this would be a good home. I love it, and I have you to thank, although I have only briefly seen some of you though-out the last 4 years.
CONGRATULATIONS!
And best of luck to you in all.
Please keep in touch.
—Dr. Truss—